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Abstract 13 
To integrate renewable energy generation, our energy systems need to become more flexible than 14 
they are today. While many studies on planning flexibility options have emerged in the last years, the 15 
literature still lacks of a better understanding of investments into power transmission infrastructures. 16 
Here, our study makes three contributions. We aim to re-understand the role of power transmission in 17 
the context of, first, the many available and competing flexibility options; second, the major 18 
uncertainties in societal preferences on energy technologies; and third, different ways of modeling 19 
power flows in energy system optimization models. 20 
Our methods base on the energy system optimization model (REMix) for planning the transition of 21 
Europe’s energy system. We also consider interactions with the heating and transport sectors. A 22 
broad set of scenarios explores how investments in transmission are affected by certain strategies 23 
regarding grid expansion, solar power imports and hydrogen generation. The power flows in the 24 
transmission grid are modeled in three different ways, once as transport model, as direct current 25 
power flow and with profiles of power transfer distribution factors. 26 
In all scenarios explored, deploying transmission systems contributes significantly to system 27 
adequacy. Storage technologies are needed, but investments in transmission are at least two times 28 
higher. Imports from concentrated solar power plants in North Africa call for larger transmission 29 
systems. Combined with hydrogen systems the need for transmission culminates. If investments in 30 
new power transmission infrastructure are restricted (for example as a consequence of social 31 
opposition), grid expansion can be replaced by additional power generation and storage technologies 32 
for slightly higher system costs. The different ways of modeling the power flows within REMix 33 
caused only minor changes on the investments in load balancing technologies. At least with a spatial 34 
resolution of mostly one node per country, it does not seem to matter how the power flow distribution 35 
is modeled. 36 
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As next steps, we recommend improving the spatial distribution to avoid underestimating the need 37 
for flexibility due to aggregation of spatially explicit information. Our results are relevant for energy 38 
policy makers as well as energy modelers. 39 
1 Introduction 40 
Decarbonizing energy systems requires structural changes in the energy sector. To cope with high 41 
shares of renewable power generation, flexibility is needed, which can be provided by sector 42 
coupling, flexible demand and generation, energy storage, or transmission grids (to be referred to as 43 
flexibility options or load balancing technologies). Model-based analysis of long-term energy 44 
scenarios is a well-developed and widely used approach to investigate the complex interactions of 45 
energy technologies, including flexibility options, with the purpose of advising policymakers and 46 
stakeholders. Major challenges of such modeling approaches are uncertainties stemming from 47 
assumptions on future developments (e.g. cost inputs) or from modeling techniques each with 48 
different levels of abstraction. The interactions of technologies for spatial and temporal load 49 
balancing are not sufficiently investigated, especially when a wide perspective is required such as in 50 
the case of the European energy system. In addition, the realization of large-scale infrastructure 51 
projects is facing great challenges already today (e.g. due to resistance of local stakeholders). For this 52 
reason, it is even more important to gain more knowledge about the interchangeability of flexibility 53 
options and the associated costs.  54 
Identifying flexibility requirements has been the objective of many studies, especially in the last 55 
decade. For example, the review of (Haas et al. 2017) systemized the advances in planning energy 56 
storage technologies. They found, for example, that most studies considered less than three 57 
technologies for load balancing, and that sector-coupling has been treated only incipiently. An 58 
overview on more general flexibility options is given by (Zerrahn and Schill 2017), who conclude 59 
that requirements on especially storage depend on a variety of parameter assumptions and model 60 
features. 61 
Previous model-based scenarios evidenced the importance of grid expansion for the long-term 62 
transformation of the European energy system. (Steinke, Wolfrum, and Hoffmann 2013) stress the 63 
role of transmission to reduce the demand on backup generation capacities in 100% renewable 64 
energy supplies. The analyses of (Schlachtberger et al. 2017) underline the contribution of 65 
unconstrained power transmission to the energy system’s affordability. Nevertheless, according to 66 
the findings of (Marinakis et al. 2018), power transmission stands not only in competition but also in 67 
complementarity with energy storage. (Cebulla et al. 2018) compared modelling results for over 500 68 
energy scenarios and showed that electricity storage can reduce system costs especially in systems 69 
with a high share of photovoltaics and that grid expansion is especially important when wind power 70 
generation is dominant. These analyses, although helpful, are usually plagued by the assumptions 71 
about future cost developments, differences in technology representation and abstractions for model 72 
building (see e.g. (Gils et al. 2019)). Sensitivities of model results that focus on the role of power 73 
transmission have not sufficiently been investigated, especially for the European energy system while 74 
taking into account a broad spectrum of different flexibility options as well as sector coupling. 75 
Gaining more knowledge about the interaction and interchangeability of flexibility options and the 76 
associated system costs is not only relevant from the perspective of established technologies but also 77 
in the light of new technologies. Besides intensified sector-coupling, there are two factors that may 78 
strongly influence future infrastructure needs in the European electricity system. These are the 79 
possibility of importing large quantities of electricity from North Africa and the generation of 80 
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hydrogen (H2) or other synthetic fuels from renewable electricity. Both cases may require an 81 
expansion of transmission grids to different extents. If properly planned, these infrastructures could 82 
offer a high degree of flexibility and thus reduce the need for installing other load balancing 83 
technologies within Europe. Such interactions have already been investigated in the literature. 84 
(Benasla et al. 2019) demonstrate the potential of electricity imports generated by concentrated solar 85 
power (CSP) plants in North Africa. (Michalski et al. 2017) particularly focus on stronger coupling 86 
of the power and gas sector by hydrogen generation for reducing transformation costs. However, 87 
such options need to be examined much more closely, taking into account their interactions and in 88 
particular their grid integration. In addition, public acceptance plays an important role in all 89 
transformation pathways with concrete implications on the future energy system. There are already 90 
considerable acceptance problems with the implementation of the large transmission lines planned to 91 
date, for example, from Germany’s wind-rich areas in the north to the demand centers in the south 92 
(Neukirch 2016). Besides reducing the need for -or completely replacing- unpopular technologies, 93 
solar power imports or a hydrogen economy offer also opportunities to reduce societal risks from 94 
planning the energy system transformation. In this sense, a more detailed scenario analysis is still 95 
missing in order to assess possible consequence of constrained grid expansions for the overall energy 96 
system. 97 
The way of modeling power flows in a high voltage alternating current (HVAC) transmission 98 
network in the context of expansion planning tools varies widely. In general, the most accurate 99 
modeling approach is known as AC power flow. It is typically used in the field of power flow 100 
analysis, where infrastructure is fully modeled which is –from an overall energy system’s 101 
perspective- a rich spatial resolution (Singh et al. 2014). To cope with the associated computational 102 
cost the temporal dimension is reduced to snapshots (e.g. worst-case situations (Quintero et al. 103 
2014)). Energy system optimization models (ESOMs), on the other hand, aim to represent the full 104 
planning year for the whole energy system. The computational burden of solving the related non-105 
linear equations, render AC power flow impracticable for overall system planning (Zhang et al. 106 
2012). Existing ESOMs and their case studies on Europe reveal that the Ac power flow equations are 107 
usually simplified to linear DC power flow equations (Leuthold, Weigt, and Von Hirschhausen 2008) 108 
or economic transport models (Hitchcock 1941) even though such systems are much more complex 109 
(Schaber, Steinke, and Hamacher 2012).  110 
To better account for power transmission when designing future energy systems, two general 111 
approaches have emerged. One is integrated modeling (Babrowski, Jochem, and Fichtner 2016), 112 
(Hörsch et al. 2018) which is characterized by increasing spatial resolutions in ESOMs. This implies 113 
explicitly modeling of nodes and transmission lines in the HVAC grid. A detailed compilation of the 114 
associated modeling constraints to be considered is provided by (Schönfelder et al. 2012). The other 115 
general approach involves model coupling, meaning that a power flow simulation is iterated with an 116 
ESOM (Hagspiel et al. 2014). However, these studies focus on electricity transmission and 117 
oversimplify or neglect further sectors (such as heat or fuels). To conclude, with the exception of few 118 
isolated efforts, power flow modeling approaches within large-scale ESOMs are limited to transport 119 
and DC power flow models whereas the usefulness of the particular approaches is not fully 120 
understood. 121 
The literature reveals gaps in ESOMs on how investments of power transmission infrastructures are 122 
assessed when planning future energy systems. Especially, the existence of many competing 123 
flexibility options, further conceivable but not yet implemented technological concepts, major 124 
uncertainties in societal preferences on energy technologies and strong simplifications on 125 
transmission modeling call for a more careful examination. This is where our study aims to 126 
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contribute. We strive to consider the main flexibility options available, and in that context, to re-127 
evaluate the role of power transmission for transitioning towards a low-carbon energy system in 128 
Europe. Concretely, we contribute by answering: 129 
1. What is the role of power transmission in the transition of the European energy system in 130 
relation to emerging flexibility technologies, including sector-coupling, on system costs and 131 
adequacy? 132 
2. There are strong uncertainties with respect to societal preferences on future supply strategies, 133 
such as electricity imports from solar power plants in Africa and large-scale implementation of 134 
hydrogen technologies that both impact the need for transmission, as well as the acceptance of 135 
transmission systems themselves. What is the impact of these uncertainties on future grid 136 
investments? 137 
3. Power transmission is a highly complex phenomenon, yet energy system planning tools 138 
commonly reduce it tosimplistic models. How do different modeling approaches impact the 139 
final recommendations on transmission investments? 140 
The questions above are relevant because power transmission is one key technology of the 141 
transformation towards low-carbon energy systems, albeit to be discussed in the context of a 142 
manifold of conceivable load balancing measures. In order to assess the contribution of power 143 
transmission and its expansion for the decarbonization of the European energy system, model-based 144 
analyses are required to explore a wide range of scenarios. 145 
In the following, the methodology of this model-based scenario analysis is detailed. The outcome is 146 
presented in section 0, and discussed in section 4 together with the outline of future work. 147 
2 Materials and Methods 148 
To find answers to our research questions, we recur to established methods from energy systems 149 
analysis. More precisely, we use an advanced ESOM – REMix (Renewable Energy Mix for a 150 
sustainable energy supply) – for planning energy systems. Today’s applications range from country 151 
specific cross-sectoral energy system analyses (Gils, Simon, and Soria 2017) to multi-regional and 152 
spatially highly resolved power system analyses (Cao, Metzdorf, and Birbalta 2018). The 153 
methodological approach and the essential functionalities of the model are described in (Gils et al. 154 
2017). Figure 1 provides an overview of our methodological approach which is described in the 155 
following subsections (each of these subsections is denoted in brackets behind the box captions). An 156 
extended overview of our methodological approach including all types of input and output data can 157 
be found in the Supplementary Material. 158 
In our current work, the ESOM REMix is improved by integrating a more accurate representation of 159 
the power transmission system, with respect to power flow modeling, related constraints and 160 
investment costs. Subsequently, it is applied systematically to analyze to which extent power 161 
transmission competes with or complements other flexibility options. Section 2.1 provides further 162 
details on the modelling approach. 163 
In terms of scope, spatially we focus on Europe, and technologically we focus on the power system 164 
including the demand for heating and energy for individual transport (including power-to-gas 165 
applications) as sector coupling. Section 2.2 elaborates on the scope and inputs. 166 
To re-understand the role of transmission systems as one of many flexibility options in low-carbon 167 
energy systems, we define three sets of scenarios to answer our research questions. In general, these 168 
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are characterized by different demand and supply structures that affect the transmission 169 
infrastructure. The first set refers to different emission targets and sensitivity to the generation mix. 170 
For treating uncertainties with regard to modeling and parameter assumptions on power transmission 171 
modeling, we will vary both model inputs and modeling techniques. Therefore, the second group 172 
defines narratives on technology acceptance and availability of large infrastructures (including 173 
generation, storage, and transmission) which, as a whole, affect the need for spatial load balancing. 174 
Finally, the third set corresponds to different approaches for modeling power flows in energy system 175 
optimization models. Section 2.3 details these scenarios. 176 
2.1 Modeling approach (REMix) 177 
Based on a cost minimization, REMix decides on the optimal system configuration and operation of 178 
the energy system to satisfy the demand. The tool is setup to model a whole year with sequential 179 
hourly time steps, i.e. 8760 steps. The main outputs refer to quantified investments in technologies 180 
from a given set and dispatch time series. Technologies considered cover fossil and renewable power 181 
generators, load balancing options (i.e. energy storage, demand-side management, power-to-gas, 182 
power-to-heat), electricity transmission, and hydrogen storage, reconversion and transport via gas 183 
transmission infrastructures. Table 1 of the Supplementary Material shows the exhaustive list of 184 
technologies considered in our study. Note that the inputs and scope will be discussed in section 2.2.  185 
 186 
Figure 1: Overview of methods, including inputs, scenarios, and outputs. Our modeling approach has two steps: 187 
step one performs a classical expansion plan and step two a detailed planning of many flexibility options. 188 
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As can be seen in Figure 1, we perform a two-level optimization. The first level plans the 189 
investments in generation, (in a simplified manner) transmission and (one kind of) storage systems 190 
starting from an initial European power plant portfolio that considers current generation capacities as 191 
well as a phase-out of coal. Only the resulting power generation mix is passed on as inputs to the 192 
second level, which in turn decides in detail on the different flexibility technologies. (Note that this is 193 
different from a bilevel optimization, in which one problem is nested within another (Fan and Cheng 194 
2009)) We opted for this two-level approach to be able to benchmark in each scenario the resulting 195 
flexibility options against each other, rather than competing with expansions from all kinds of 196 
generation technologies. The final outputs for our considered scenarios are described with several 197 
key indicators, including total system costs, investments in each of the flexibility technologies, 198 
backup capacities, emissions, and capacity factors. 199 
2.1.1 Level 1: Generation expansion planning with limited flexibility 200 
The first modeling step aims to find intentionally stressed European power plant portfolios to serve 201 
as baseline (starting point) for the many scenarios of this study. This rationale is inspired by how in 202 
real power market the core of the system already exists. From that baseline, gradual changes are 203 
evaluated in response to the emergence of new flexibility options, changes in societal acceptance, and 204 
improvement of energy models (with each of these three elements relating to the three research 205 
questions). 206 
Sector-coupling is modeled as inflexible electricity demand time series of the transport and heat 207 
sectors, while the operation of combined heat and power plants (CHP) are determined by must-run 208 
factors that stem from preliminary analyses where we observed only a little impact of these factors on 209 
the resulting system configuration. The stressed system results from running the optimization for 210 
different times series of historical weather years from 2006 to 2012 (seven times), and picking the 211 
one with the smallest generation capacities (lowest adequacy). With this intentionally undersized 212 
system, we run the second modeling step.  213 
The modeling is restricted by a series of boundary conditions, so that the results appear plausible 214 
from today's perspective. One constraint relates to the overall emissions of energy-related carbon 215 
dioxide (CO2) from power generation applied to each country taking into account current discussions 216 
on burden sharing and equity principles. Another one distributes the power generation capacities 217 
across Europe by setting country-specific self-sufficiency thresholds of 80% in terms of annual 218 
demands. As additional adequacy constraint, 80% of the annual peak load is enforced as firm 219 
capacities per country. Taking 80% for both the self-sufficiency ratio and the firm capacities is based 220 
on expert’s judgements deduced in an internal workshop from preliminary model runs performed for 221 
thresholds of 0%, 50%, 80% and 100%. 222 
2.1.2 Level 2: Detailed planning of flexibility options 223 
The second modeling step focuses on the deployment of a broad spectrum of flexibility options to 224 
balance power generation with demand. This means that the prescribed generation capacities are 225 
fixed (using the values from the first level). However, investments into additional gas turbines as 226 
backup capacity remain possible (this can be interpreted as an indicator of security of supply). 227 
Considered energy storage systems are pumped hydro, adiabatic compressed air, lithium-ion and 228 
vanadium-redox-flow battery systems. Demand-side management of industrial consumers and 229 
controlled charging of electric vehicles are further flexibility options in the second level.  230 
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Compared to modeling step 1, sector-coupling is now modeled in much more detail. Using the 231 
modeling concepts from (Gils 2015), heat demand can be covered by conventional technologies (gas 232 
burners or district heating networks) or electrical technologies (electric boilers and heat pumps). 233 
Capacities of these technologies, including their heat storage, are determined by the model. 234 
Expansion planning for hydrogen generation and storage is enabled in some scenarios. Large 235 
electrolyzers produce hydrogen to be stored in salt caverns. Later it can either be used directly as fuel 236 
for transportation or indirectly by reconversion to electricity. Direct use is allowed in fuel stations 237 
within a radius of 100 km to the caverns. We assumed that gas stations further away would have their 238 
own small electrolyzers for on-site hydrogen production and storage in tanks. Reconversion to 239 
electricity is enabled by co-firing hydrogen to (renewable) methane in all open and combined cycle 240 
gas turbines in the vicinity of the caverns (Noack et al. 2014). 241 
2.2 Scope and inputs 242 
The scope of our analysis is the energy system of Europe (ENTSO-E members), with the exception 243 
of Turkey, Island and Cyprus. The used spatial resolution and representation of the power 244 
transmission grid is as illustrated in Figure 2. The higher spatial resolution for Germany is due to the 245 
history of model development and the availability of data for model parameterization. In the analysis 246 
carried out here with a focus on the whole of Europe, it enables a more precise consideration of the 247 
power flows in the central part of Europe. Note that candidate-lines, for example for importing solar 248 
energy from Africa, are not depicted. The power system is fully considered, whereas the heat and 249 
transport sectors are modeled as explained in subsection 2.1.2.  250 
 251 
Figure 2: Geographical scope, abstraction of the transmission grid and spatial resolution of Europe. 252 
The resulting systems from REMix are evaluated in terms of the energy supply trilemma –i.e. 253 
affordability, security and sustainability– based on a set of defined indicators. The first aspect of the 254 
trilemma, affordability, is given by the objective function of the applied model. The second aspect, 255 
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system security, is assessed from the perspective of adequacy, a common indicator for long-term 256 
planning (ENTSO-E 2018). In this sense, adequacy refers to the existence of facilities within the 257 
system that ensure load balancing with respect to operational constraints (Billinton and Allan 1988). 258 
When using an ESOM with a power balance constraint applied to all hours of the year, system 259 
adequacy is intrinsically ensured either by building a cheap power generation technology (power-260 
related adequacy) or by producing very expensive electricity from an artificial (slack) generator 261 
(energy-related adequacy). The latter is the common approach in ESOMs if only a given power plant 262 
portfolio should be operated (without the possibility to expand generation capacities) but could lead 263 
to inappropriate high markups on system costs and would complicate a cost-based comparison of 264 
scenarios. Therefore, we measure system adequacy as the flexibility options’ capability to avoid the 265 
installation of gas turbines. Finally, the third aspect, sustainability, is evaluated in terms of energy 266 
related CO2 emissions. 267 
The main inputs to REMix include five large groups: technology data, weather data, energy demand, 268 
emission budgets, and other technical assumptions. These will be summarized as follows. 269 
2.2.1 Technology data 270 
Technology inputs include conversion efficiencies, investment and operation cost projections as well 271 
as the installed capacities and related phase outs (i.e. limited lifetime). 272 
The costs and conversion efficiencies of fossil-fired power plants are based on the work of (Gils 273 
2015) and have been validated through earlier studies (Scholz et al. 2014a), (Scholz, Gils, and 274 
Pietzcker 2017). Updated techno-economic data of energy storage is taken from (Cebulla, Naegler, 275 
and Pohl 2017), while costs for expansion and maintenance of transmission lines are derived from 276 
(TSOs 2012) and (Seidl and Heuke 2014). New technologies in the current study involve 277 
electrolyzers, hydrogen storage tanks and hydrogen caverns as initially used in (Michalski et al. 278 
2017). The corresponding costs were estimated in (Noack et al. 2014) and can be consulted in (Cao et 279 
al. 2019). 280 
For thermal power plants, we use the installed capacities given in (Platts 2015) and assume 281 
technology-specific life-times for their phase-outs. Political plans for phase-out of coal are 282 
additionally superimposed (and no new coal power plants can be built by the model). For existing 283 
renewable technologies, we used the capacities from (ENTSO-E 2015b). In terms of grid expansion, 284 
we prescribed all or only a selection of projects of the "Ten-Year Network Development Plan 2016" 285 
(ENTSO-E 2015a), depending on the grid scenario (see 2.3.2). 286 
2.2.2 Weather data  287 
The weather inputs are based on resource-potentials processed as described in (Scholz 2012), using 288 
different weather data sets from 2006 until 2012 for power generation from photovoltaics (PV) and 289 
wind, relying on technology data (e.g. performance curves of wind energy converters) collected from 290 
2010. Hydro power plants are modeled as feed-in time series (i.e. run-of river reservoirs) based on 291 
data from the year 2010.  292 
Our model runs, unless otherwise indicated, are done with weather inputs from 2006 as that year 293 
presents average capacity factors (in comparison with the available years).   294 
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2.2.3 Energy demand 295 
The projection of the annual electricity demand primarily relies on data published in the e-296 
Highway2050 study (Bruninx et al. 2014). Existing conventional consumers are based on the 297 
scenario "Small & Local" which assumes low economic and population growth in Europe. This 298 
results in a long-term decline from around 3200 TWh in 2014 to 2700 TWh in 2050, after an 299 
intermediate increase to 3480 TWh in 2030 according to scenario Vision 4 of (ENTSO-E 2016a). 300 
Future energy systems will additionally be impacted by new electricity consumers. Assumptions on 301 
the overall heat demand and the electricity use for heat pumps and electric heaters are based on 302 
(Scholz et al. 2014a). The annual energy demand of electric vehicles is taken from the e-Highway 303 
scenario "100% RES" with the exception of Germany, where scenario C from (Nitsch et al. 2012) is 304 
used. For all countries, hydrogen demand for transport is derived with a similar methodology as for 305 
Germany in (Nitsch et al. 2012). As a result, the additional electricity consumption in 2050 for heat is 306 
assumed to be 185 TWh and for electric vehicles maximum 529 TWh for all European countries. In 307 
the case of a scenario with hydrogen use, the electricity consumption for electric vehicles is 263 TWh 308 
and the complementary electricity consumption for hydrogen in transport is about 570 TWh. 309 
The final inputs for REMix are hourly time series of electricity, heat, and hydrogen consumption. 310 
These time series are determined by multiplying the sector-specific energy demands with pre-defined 311 
load profiles taken from or similarly derived as in (ENTSO-E 2016a), (Pregger et al. 2012), (Gils 312 
2015) and (Michalski et al. 2017). 313 
2.2.4 Emission budgets and emission costs 314 
CO2 emissions in REMix can either be treated as fixed annual budget or as certificate costs. While 315 
we use the first variant in level 1, we apply the latter in level 2, in order to observe an additional 316 
indicator for the comparison of scenarios. 317 
To ensure that each country contributes to the achievement of greenhouse gas mitigation targets 318 
applied on a European level, we define country-specific CO2 budgets. The budgets are determined 319 
based on annual energy balances from 2010 (IEA 2014) to 2050 and fuel-specific CO2 emission 320 
factors (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2006). Based on a reduction target of 90% in 321 
the power sector of Germany and by assuming equal emissions per capita in Europe in 2050, a total 322 
reduction between 55% and 85% (compared to 1990) seems achievable and is imposed in the model 323 
across all EU-28 countries. The resulting CO2 budgets are presented in Table 1. For North African 324 
countries, a maximum in emissions is set as upper bound (167% and 116% relative to 1990).  325 
Table 1: Cumulated greenhouse gas emissions budgets and certificate costs 326 
CO2 mitigation target (relative to 
1990) 
Emission budget for EU28* for 
modeling step 1  
Emission certificate costs for 
modeling step 2 (Scholz et al. 2014a)  
55% 656 Mio.t 45 €/t 
85% 213 Mio.t 75 €/t 
* without Malta  327 
From the results of modeling step 1 we can derive emission certificate prices that would lead to 328 
similar emissions. These are based on the marginal values of the corresponding decision variables. 329 
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As in modeling step 1 these prices are country-specific, we assumed comparable average values 330 
according to (Scholz et al. 2014b) as shown in the right column of Table 1.  331 
2.2.5 Power transfer distribution factors 332 
One of the goals of the work presented is to use a more detailed transmission grid model in the 333 
ESOM REMix. The highest level of detail is reached with AC power flow models that fully model 334 
active and reactive power flows for each line. However, due to their nonlinear characteristics, it is not 335 
possible to use the AC power flow equations in the context of an optimization, as in an ESOM. By 336 
linearizing the trigonometric functions involved and assuming constant voltage amplitudes of 1 p.u. 337 
at every node, the AC power flow equations become linear in the variables. The active power flow on 338 
the line 𝑙 connecting node 𝑛 and node 𝑛′ is then given as 𝑃𝑓(𝑙) = 𝑏(𝑙)(𝜗(𝑛) − 𝜗(𝑛′)), where 𝜗(𝑛) 339 
and 𝜗(𝑛′) are the voltage angles at nodes 𝑛 and 𝑛′, respectively, and 𝑏(𝑙) is the susceptance of the 340 
corresponding line. Note that, due to the fact that the equation has the same structure as Ohm’s laws 341 
for a DC network, this simplification is called “DC power flow”, even though it refers to the power 342 
flow in an AC network. 343 
However, DC power flow equations correspond to a linearization around a constant, artificial 344 
operating point, which may result in significant errors if the real operating point is significantly 345 
different. Moreover, it requires either a representation of all nodes in the grid or, when considering 346 
aggregated regions, the definition of equivalent, virtual lines between regions. For ESOMs, the 347 
former usually does not match the spatial resolution of the rest of the model, while the latter is 348 
nontrivial and may cause additional inaccuracy. In order to overcome these shortcomings, a 349 
numerical linearization of a full AC power flow model can be performed. Consider the power flows 350 
𝑃𝑓,AC(𝑙AC) for every line 𝑙AC obtained by an AC power flow computation for given active power 351 
balances 𝑃AC(𝑛AC) at every node 𝑛AC. For an ESOM with aggregated spatial resolution, as REMix, 352 
all lines in ℒAC(𝑛, 𝑛
′) (the set of lines that connect regions 𝑛 and 𝑛’) can be aggregated to a so-called 353 
flow gate 𝑙 with the load flow 354 
𝑃𝑓(𝑙) = ∑ 𝑃𝑓,AC(𝑙AC)
𝑙AC∈ℒAC(𝑛,𝑛
′)
. Equation 1 
The corresponding active power balance of region 𝑛 is given as 355 
𝑃(𝑛) = ∑ 𝑃AC(𝑛AC)
𝑛AC∈𝒩AC(𝑛)
, Equation 2 
where 𝒩AC(𝑛) is the set of nodes in the AC model that belong to region 𝑛. Then, it is possible to 356 
linearize around an operating point 𝑃0(𝑛), 𝑃𝑓0(𝑙) by (numerical) computation of the Jacobi matrix 357 
𝑀PTDF =
𝜕𝑃𝑓
𝜕𝑃
|
𝑃0
 such that 358 
𝑃𝑓 ≈ 𝑃𝑓0 + 𝑀PTDF(𝑃 − 𝑃0), Equation 3 
with ∑ 𝑃 − 𝑃0𝑛 = 0, meaning that power is shifted from one region to another without affecting 359 
system balance. The element 𝑙𝑛 of 𝑀PTDF denotes by how much the power flow through flow gate 𝑙 360 
changes in relation to a change in the power balance of region 𝑛. Hence, the factors in 𝑀PTDF reflect 361 
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how a change in power flow due to a shift of power from one region to another is distributed among 362 
the flow gates. For this reason, they are called “Power Transfer Distribution Factors” (PTDF). 363 
In the context of the coupling between REMix and the transmission system model presented in this 364 
paper, we have determined six characteristic PTDF matrices based on a full AC transmission system 365 
model at six different operating points. In order to determine characteristic operating points, publicly 366 
available time series have been obtained from the Open Power System Data platform (Open Power 367 
System Data 2017), which is based on data from European TSOs. These time series cover, among 368 
others, electrical load and feed-in from wind and solar power per country. From the time series of 369 
2015, six representative combinations of load and wind feed-in have been selected: low, medium and 370 
high load combined with low and high wind feed-in. For each of these time instances, a suitable AC 371 
power flow model has been set up and used to compute six different PTDF matrices 𝑀PTDF as 372 
described above. The grid model used is based on the current grid extended by the expansion projects 373 
until 2030 listed in the TYNDP (ENTSO-E 2016b) that apply for the regions considered. Then, for 374 
each hour, one of these PTDF matrices is selected to be applied in REMix based on a similarity 375 
metric between the load and wind feed-in data in REMix for that hour and the corresponding data 376 
used for the PTDF computations. 377 
 378 
Figure 3: Modeling approaches for the application of Power Flow Distribution Factors 379 
2.2.6 Costs for expanding cross-border transmission lines 380 
Apart from power flow in an existing AC transmission grid, REMix also considers AC grid 381 
expansion in order to increase interconnection capacities between regions. This can be considered as 382 
a flexibility option to balance load and demand in competition with other flexibility options within 383 
regions. Note that HVDC connections are also considered in REMix but treated differently, as the 384 
power flow over these can be controlled independently. 385 
In order to consider AC grid expansion, it is necessary to estimate the related cost. We consider both 386 
adding capacity to existing connections as well as the construction of new connections. For adding 387 
capacity to existing connections, we use cost assumptions from (Feix et al. 2015) and (Dena 2010). 388 
For new connections, a common assumption is to assume a fixed cost per length and capacity. 389 
However, a further decisive factor is the kind of terrain to be overcome. Taking this factor into 390 
account leads to different specific costs for each interconnection. To obtain these, an altitude model 391 
has been developed covering the complete area of the transmission system model which is based on 392 
satellite data from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (Deutsches Zentrum fuer Luft- und 393 
Raumfahrt e. V. (DLR) 2017). The topography data are classified into four clusters in order to obtain 394 
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a sufficiently exact categorization of the terrain type between regions. Based on a meta-study on 395 
(estimated) costs for grid expansion projects, specific costs for each terrain type have been derived. 396 
Finally, the grid expansion measures are factorized with a terrain dependent detour factor due to the 397 
fact that the length of a line is longer than the linear distance between both ends. For each pair of 398 
neighboring regions, two transmission grid substations that are suitable for interconnection are 399 
selected. The direct line between the geo-coordinates of these substations then is used to determine 400 
the distance for each terrain type, allowing for a computation of the total cost of the new 401 
interconnection. Table 2 lists those total costs for a standard overhead line type (562-AL1/49-ST1A) 402 
with a maximum capacity of about 5.5 GW.(Open Power System Data 2017) 403 
Table 2: Topography dependent specific grid expansion costs for an additional interconnection capacity of 5.5 GW 404 
Terrain type Height above sea level in m Specific cost in €/km Detour factor 
High mountains ℎ ≥ 1.200 1 432·10³ 1.4 
Hills and low mountains 600 ≤ ℎ < 1.200 1 037·10³ 1.4 
Plains 0 < ℎ < 600 833.5·10³ 1.4 
Sea ℎ < 0 5.000·10³ 1.3 
2.3 Scenarios 405 
In order to answer our three research questions, we define three groups of scenarios. The first group 406 
aims to find the transmission system investments within a multitude of other flexibility options under 407 
the assumption of different CO2 caps. The second group focuses on societal acceptance on different 408 
energy technologies, also including transmission. Finally, the third group consists of different ways 409 
of modeling power flows in the grid. Table 3 provides a qualitative overview of the key assumptions 410 
applied to each element of the scenario groups. The scenarios are based on consistent assumptions 411 
and thus, can be compared easily. They have the following in common. They couple the heat and 412 
power sector (i.e. boilers and heat pumps), they allow for curtailment of renewable electricity 413 
generation, and they plan for open cycle gas turbines as backup. The full list of examined scenarios 414 
and the corresponding quantifiable differences are compiled in Table 5 and are explained in the 415 
following. 416 
Table 3: Qualitative specification of scenarios and model parameterization 417 
Type Label Qualitative definition 
Group 1: 
Flexibility and 
CO2 emission 
caps 
Ref Reference case: no flexibility options considered except open cycle gas turbines 
and curtailment of renewable power generation. 
Base Equal to Ref, but with a broad variety of load balancing options (grid and storage 
expansion, controlled charging of EVs, demand-side management). 
55% Reduction of 55% of CO2 emissions in the power sector compared to 1990. 
85% Reduction of 85% of CO2 emissions in the power sector compared to 1990. 
Group 1s:  eHighway Sensitivity power generators: Equal to 85%, but with significant differences in the 
installed generation mix. 
Group 2a: 
Technology 
acceptance 
CSP Equal to Base-85%, but with electricity imports from CSP plants in North Africa 
(including HVDC point-to-point transmission lines). 
H2 Equal to Base-85%, but with H2 generation and additional power demand. 
CSP&H2 Equal to Base-85%, but with H2 generation and additional power demand and 
with electricity imports from North Africa (including HVDC point-to-point 
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transmission lines). 
Group 2b: 
Transmission 
acceptance 
Trend All major TYNDP projects implemented. Current structure of transmission and 
distribution grids is kept, new expansion in high- and extra-high-voltage network. 
Smart Increased self-sufficiency in all countries: Capacity expansion is allowed to meet 
local demand. Smart grids are widely implemented while transmission projects 
are limited (projects with the status "under consideration" from TYNDP 2016 are 
excluded). Transmission expansion is exclusively realized with underground 
cables.  
Protest Transmission expansion is limited due to low public acceptance and only realized 
with underground cables. Other large-scale technologies (e.g. cavern storage) 
cannot be implemented either. 
Group 2s:  2007-2012 Sensitivity weather: Equal to H2:Smart, but with different weather years and load 
profiles (years 2007 to 2012). 
Group 3: 
Modeling of 
transmission 
system 
Transport model Power transmission is modeled as economic transport. 
DC power flow  DC power flow modeling: equal to Transport model, but with additional power 
flow distribution constraints depending on effective transmission line 
susceptances. 
PTDF Modelling with Power Transfer Distribution Factors derived from a preceding AC 
power flow simulations: equal to DC power flow, but with profiles of PTDFs. 
Group 3s:  PTDF_LC Sensitivity grid expansion costs: Equal to PTDF, but transmission line costs 
consider the topography for the interconnections of cross-border substations. 
*TYNDP: Ten-Year Network Development Plan 2016 
2.3.1 Scenario group 1: Load balancing technologies under greenhouse gas mitigation targets 418 
In order to respond to the question of the role of power transmission in the context of several other 419 
available flexibility technologies, we define a “Base” case scenario for each of the two GHG 420 
mitigation targets determined in subsection 2.2.4. In addition, an equivalent scenario, “Ref” is set up 421 
for gaining the maximum demand on backup generation capacities for each GHG emission target. 422 
This backup demand is to be reduced by deploying load balancing technologies. In other words, this 423 
scenario (in which system adequacy is achieved solely by gas turbines) is designed as benchmark to 424 
be compared to all other scenarios. The scenario eHighway is a sensitivity with respect to the 425 
distribution and composition of the European power plant portfolio. In contrast to all other scenarios, 426 
the installed capacities used as a starting point in modeling step 1 stem from the scenario “Small and 427 
Local” of the e-Highway 2050 project (Vafeas, Pagano, and Peirano 2014). 428 
2.3.2 Scenario group 2: Roles of power transmission in future energy systems 429 
The second group of scenarios captures narratives on technological preferences of large-scale energy 430 
projects, including CSP, H2, and transmission. These narratives are all characterized by the 431 
generation mix determined in level 1. The first narrative, “CSP”, allows power imports from CSP 432 
plants in Africa. It extends the Base-85% scenario by optimizing CSP capacities in Morocco, Tunisia 433 
and Algeria including candidate transmission lines (high voltage direct current, HVDC) to Europe. 434 
The second narrative, H2 allows hydrogen technologies (electrolyzers and hydrogen storage) to be 435 
widely deployed. Note that compared to battery electric vehicles, synthetic fuels have worse well-to-436 
wheel efficiencies which increases the electricity demand significantly in the case of hydrogen use. 437 
CSP&H2 combines both solar power imports and hydrogen infrastructures.  438 
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In terms of preferences on the transmission system, we define three grid scenarios: Trend, Protest, 439 
Smart. These make different assumptions on permissible capacity expansion and on the type of lines 440 
to be deployed (overhead or underground) (see Table 3 and Table 5). The “Protest” scenario is 441 
extreme in the sense that it assumes that any large-scale technology is also to be avoided. Finally, to 442 
account for different weather years, we defined an additional set of scenarios varying the renewable 443 
power generation and demand profiles. These are labeled by the year of the underlying empirical 444 
data. 445 
2.3.3 Scenario group 3: Power flow modeling in energy system optimization models 446 
In order to investigate the impact of different power flow modeling approaches on the final 447 
recommendations on transmission investments and on the mix of load balancing technologies, we 448 
define four scenarios. The first, Transport model, relies on an economic transport model. Here, the 449 
power flows in the grid, resulting from surpluses and deficits of nodal power injections are only 450 
restricted by the transfer capabilities of the transmission lines. The second, DC power flow, adds 451 
voltage angles to the model to restrict the distribution of power flows according to the physical 452 
parameters of the transmission lines (distance-depended line susceptances). The scenario PTDF 453 
denotes lineareized power flow computation approach for which the power transfer distribution 454 
factors (PTDFs) are determined in preceding AC power flow simulations of the fully-resolved 455 
transmission network. Based on the PTDF matrices of the six analyzed grid situations (see section 456 
2.2.5) we determine hourly PTDF profiles as additional input for REMix. The fourth and last, 457 
PTDF_LC uses the same constraints as the previous one, but computes more specific costs for all 458 
cross-border transmission lines (as described in subsection 2.2.6) instead of using coarse distance-459 
estimates based on the aggregated model. 460 
Table 4: Implementation of power flow approaches in REMix: transport model, DC power flow and PTDF. 461 
Transport model 𝑷(𝑡, 𝑛) = ∑ 𝐾𝑇(𝑛, 𝑙)
𝑙∈ℒ
⋅ 𝑷𝒇(𝑡, 𝑙),  ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝒯, ∀𝑛 ∈ 𝒩 Equation 4 
DC power flow 
𝑷𝒇(𝑡, 𝑙) = ∑ 𝐵diag(𝑙, 𝑙
′) ⋅ ∑ 𝐾(𝑙′, 𝑛) ⋅ 𝝑(𝑡, 𝑛)
𝑛∈𝒩𝑙′∈ℒ
, ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝒯, ∀𝑙 ∈ ℒ Equation 5 
𝑷(𝑡, 𝑛) = ∑ 𝐵(𝑛, 𝑛′) ⋅ 𝝑(𝑡, 𝑛′)
𝑛′∈𝒩
, ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝒯, ∀𝑛 ∈ 𝒩 Equation 6 
∑ 𝑷(𝑡, 𝑛) = 0
𝑛∈𝒩
, ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝒯 Equation 7 
PTDF  
𝑷𝑓(𝑡, 𝑙) = 𝑃𝑓0(𝑡, 𝑙)
+ ∑ 𝑀PTDF(𝑡, 𝑙, 𝑛) ⋅ [𝑃0(𝑡, 𝑛) + 𝑷(𝑡, 𝑛)]
𝑛∈𝒩
, 
∀𝑡 ∈ 𝒯, ∀𝑙 ∈ ℒ Equation 8 
With sets: 𝒯: time steps, 𝒩: regions, ℒ: transmission lines; variables: 𝑷𝒇(𝑡, 𝑙): power flow, 𝑷(𝑡, 𝑛): nodal power balance, 462 
𝝑(𝑡, 𝑛): voltage angle; parameters: 𝐾(𝑙, 𝑛): incidence matrix, 𝐵diag(𝑙, 𝑙′): diagonal matrix of line susceptances, 𝐵(𝑛, 𝑛′): 463 
nodal susceptance matrix (imaginary part of nodal admittance matrix), 𝑃𝑓0(𝑙, 𝑛): power flow offset, 𝑀PTDF(𝑡, 𝑙, 𝑛): matrix 464 
of power transfer distribution factors 465 
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The first three scenarios result in the equations provided in Table 4. For the sake of clarity we 466 
simplified the notation (e.g. planning year or transmission technology sets are neglected) compared 467 
to the one implemented in REMix. 468 
Table 5: Specification of scenarios and model parameterization 469 
Scenario label 
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55%-Ref 268 4.04      - -   
85%-Ref 736 4.06      - -   
eHighway-Ref 736 4.11      - -   
55%-Base:Trend 268 4.04      346 375   
55%-Base:PTDF 268 4.04      346 375   
55%-Base:PTDF_LC 268 4.04      346 375   
55%-Base:Transport model 268 4.04      346 375   
85%-Base:Trend 736 4.06      346 375   
85%-Base:Protest 736 4.06      3460 2000   
85%-Base:Smart 736 4.06      3460 2000   
eHighway 736 4.11      346 375   
85%-Base:PTDF 736 4.06      346 375   
85%-Base:PTDF_LC 736 4.06      346 375   
85%-Base:Transport model 736 4.06      346 375   
CSP:Trend 736 4.06      346 375   
CSP:Protest 736 4.06      3460 2000   
CSP:Smart 736 4.06      3460 2000   
CSP&H2:Trend 736 4.50      346 375   
CSP&H2:Protest 736 4.50      3460 2000   
CSP&H2:Smart 736 4.50      3460 2000   
H2:Trend 736 4.49      346 375   
H2:Protest 736 4.49      3460 2000   
H2:Smart2006 736 4.49      3460 2000   
H2:Smart2007 736 4.49      3460 2000   
H2:Smart2008 736 4.49      3460 2000   
H2:Smart2009 736 4.49      3460 2000   
H2:Smart2010 736 4.49      3460 2000   
H2:Smart2011 736 4.49      3460 2000   
H2:Smart2012 736 4.49      3460 2000   
1
General load balancing measures: capacity expansion of grid transfer capabilities (HVAC & HVDC), capacity expansion 470 
of battery (lithium-ion, vanadium-redox-flow) & heat storage, demand-side management, controlled charging of electric 471 
vehicles 472 
  473 
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3 Results 474 
This section is divided in three parts. The first part presents the contribution of power transmission 475 
under CO2 emission constraints and in the context of other load balancing technologies to cost-476 
efficiency and system adequacy. The second provides details on this contribution with a special focus 477 
on a broader set of scenarios. The third one shows the implications of different power flow modeling 478 
approaches on the final investment recommendations of transmission infrastructure. Note that all 479 
figures shown have their corresponding data tables in the Supplementary Material. 480 
Before getting into these subsections, we provide the necessary background to understand the main 481 
trends that will be laid out. Recall that we optimized in two steps, in which the found generation 482 
capacities of the first step serve as basis for the second step which plans the flexibility options with 483 
more detail. Figure 4 shows these generation mixes (resulting from the first level) for the different 484 
narratives. Scenarios 55%-Ref, 85%-Ref and eHighway-Ref are not depicted because their capacities 485 
are identical to the corresponding Base scenarios. 486 
When inspecting the capacities of Figure 4, the following aspects become clear. One is that the 487 
installed capacities in the 85% scenarios are significantly higher than in the 55% scenario (at least 488 
1600 versus 1500 GW). Another is that in H2 scenarios the capacities are up to 13% larger (compared 489 
to Base or CSP) given the correspondingly higher energy demand. And, finally, the eHighway 490 
scenario shows even larger capacities. This is a direct result of the prescribed power plant portfolio 491 
that is even larger than in the other scenarios where the majority of generation capacities are 492 
optimized. For further insights into the outcome of modeling step 1, the country-specific power 493 
generation mixes can be consulted in the Supplementary Material.  494 
 495 
Figure 4: Power generation mix of different European scenario narratives 496 
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3.1 Contribution of power transmission and other flexibility options to system cost and 498 
adequacy 499 
Here, we will analyze how transmission in the context of many other flexibility options available 500 
contributes to system adequacy and costs. Two kinds of scenarios are distinguished: the reference 501 
cases (where additional flexibility is only provided by backup capacities) and those where almost all 502 
conceivable technologies for load balancing are available (the simplest of those being “Base”).  503 
Recall that we measure system adequacy as the reduction in backup capacity (which here is gas 504 
turbine capacity). In other words, the lower the gas turbine capacity (compared to a Ref scenario), the 505 
higher the contribution of all flexibility options to system adequacy. In terms of costs, we measure 506 
the cost difference between a given scenario and the Ref-85% scenario. They are composed of all 507 
costs for supply of fossil fuels, emission allowances, variable and fixed costs for operation and 508 
maintenance as well as annuities of both model-exogenously and model-endogenously installed 509 
capacities. 510 
Figure 5 compares the backup capacity (x-axis) with cost difference (y-axis) for all scenarios that 511 
differ in their generation mix resulting from modeling step 1. 85%-Ref has, per design, the highest 512 
backup capacity. These 242 GW serve as benchmark for all other scenarios. In contrast, 85%-Base, 513 
for example, has a backup capacity of 161 GW, which implies a contribution to system adequacy of 514 
81 GW. Such contributions are also observed in all other scenario-pairs: 75 GW (in 55%-Ref vs. 515 
55%-Base), and 165 GW (in eHighway-Ref vs. eHighway). Hence, it can be concluded that, the 516 
presence of flexibility options systematically contributes to adequacy. 517 
 518 
Figure 5: Energy costs reduction (relative to 85%-Ref, with system costs of 390 Bn. €) and system adequacy for 519 
different European scenario narratives.  520 
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In terms of cost
1
 reduction, the differences between the scenario-pairs (e.g. 55%-Ref versus 55%-521 
Base) are significant. The observed system cost decreases are about 10% for each of the pairs 55%, 522 
85% and eHighway. Such high numbers confirm the relevance of sector coupling, as well as directing 523 
modeling efforts towards a better understanding of its role in future energy systems.  524 
Although the assumed hydrogen infrastructure provides significant flexibility to the system, resulting 525 
in low backup capacities, scenario H2 shows a relatively small cost reduction, less than 2.5%. This 526 
effect can be traced back to the higher annual electricity demand of a hydrogen consuming transport 527 
sector. Both scenarios considering solar power imports from North Africa (CSP and CSP&H2) show 528 
a strong substitution of backup capacities. This is due to their capability to provide additional power 529 
generation capacity. Scenario CSP achieves the lowest system costs of 348 Bn. €. Again, such 530 
positive findings motivate to focus on more CSP studies. 531 
As comment on consistency, note that eHighway scenarios show to be more expensive (than our 532 
reference case, 85%-Ref). This relates to the prescription of a power plant portfolio that is simply 533 
more expensive than the one resulting from our cost minimization. Something similar happens for the 534 
55% scenarios (Ref and Base). Here, the annuities from the existing (fossil-based) park are 535 
suboptimal in contrast to the alternative of investing in optimally sited renewable power generators as 536 
it happens in the other scenarios. 537 
Next we will take a closer look on grid expansion. Figure 6 shows the investments made for energy 538 
storage (x-axis) and power transmission (y-axis) for the scenarios from group 1 and group 2 (recall 539 
Table 3). In this regard, note that all scenarios labelled as Trend in Figure 6 are equivalent to those 540 
shown in Figure 5. In Figure 6, the value next to each marker shows the ratio of grid to storage 541 
investments. It is striking that this ratio is always greater than one, which means that in all scenarios 542 
investment in grid expansion is greater than in storage expansion. The minimum ratio is 543 
approximately two, and occurs in scenarios with limited and more expensive grids (Smart and 544 
Protest). The highest ratio is 18 and is observed in CSP&H2:Protest with grid investments of 18.2 545 
Bn. €. Here, two factors come together. First, the massive solar power imports from Africa require 546 
the corresponding lengthy HVDC transmission lines. And second, large storage facilities are 547 
inadmissible in Protest scenarios which limits storage investments and favor transmission as a direct 548 
consequence.  549 
                                                 
1 Note that in our results evaluation the total costs for energy supply are different from the objective value of optimization problem. They are composed 
of all costs for supply of fossil fuels, emission allowances, variable and fixed costs for operation and maintenance as well as annuities of both model-
exogenously and model-endogenously installed capacities. 
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 550 
Figure 6: Investments for expanding power transmission (y-axes) versus storage (x-axes) and ratio between these 551 
investments (labels next to the markers). Storage in CSP plants is neglected. 552 
The smallest grid investments occur in scenarios that consider neither solar imports nor a hydrogen 553 
system, eHighway shows the smallest value of 5.6 Bn. €. However, recalling Figure 5, this scenario 554 
presents the highest system costs. Here, a more extensive power generation park provides the 555 
flexibility. The lowest investments in storage are observed for the Protest scenarios, (all of about 1 556 
Bn. €) where only heat storage (e.g. in CHP plants) is deployed. 557 
In general, storage requirements relate to the need of matching renewable generation with demand 558 
(fluctuations of the residual load), both highly dependent on weather. To further underpin the 559 
statement that grid investments dominate storage investments, we took the scenarios with the largest 560 
storage investments (H2:Smart) and subjected them to different weather years. The results are the 561 
pink markers in Figure 6. They all consistently show grid to storage ratios around two, with absolute 562 
investments between 3 and 3.5 Bn. €. 563 
In short, the many available flexibility options (including sector coupling and transmission) 564 
contribute strongly (from about 80 to 160 GW) to system adequacy in all scenarios. In terms of cost, 565 
they achieve a significant reduction of ten percent points. Both findings underline the relevance of 566 
those flexibility options on the road towards highly renewable systems. Finally, even in the context 567 
of many available flexibility options, investments in transmission are significantly higher (at least by 568 
a factor of two) than in storage. 569 
3.2 Power transmission in future energy systems with different technological preferences 570 
This section shows how different scenarios of technological preferences impact the resulting 571 
investment recommendations. We will first focus on the scenarios of CSP imports and H2 generation 572 
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(scenario set 2a), followed by scenarios of grid acceptance (scenario set 2b). The following indicators 573 
are used to assess the scenarios: 574 
 Normalized capacity factor of a given technology [CF%] 575 
 Installed power capacity [GW] /energy storage capacity [GWh] 576 
 Curtailment of wind and PV energy relative to the annual potential [%] 577 
 Grid expansion [TW km] 578 
 CO2 emissions from power and heat sector
2
 [Mio. t] 579 
 Total installed wind and PV capacity [GW]3.  580 
These indicators are plotted in form of a radar (or spider) diagram in Figure 7. Scenarios with 581 
preferences for CSP imports and H2 generation are plotted on the left compared to Base (Figure 7-a) 582 
and those related to grid preferences (Trend, Smart, Protest) are compared on the right (Figure 7-b). 583 
Note that these grid scenarios were computed for all CSP and H2 scenarios but the final results were 584 
very similar. For this reason, the grid scenarios are only shown for CSP&H2.We will start by 585 
analyzing the implications of each technology, under the scenarios considered, to then derive the 586 
implications for transmission. 587 
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Figure 7: Key indicators for technology scenarios (left) and grid scenarios (right) for 85% CO2 reduction targets. 
In terms of storage, vanadium-redox-flow batteries and adiabatic compressed air storage do not show 588 
investments in any of the scenarios, which is why they are absent in Figure 7. By definition, only H2 589 
                                                 
2 CO2GHG emissions of the transport sector are not considered in the applied modeling approach and thus not explicitly provided. 
3 Recall that opposed to all other outputs, the wind and PV capacities are fixed results from modeling step 1 (and can only be increased in the scenario 
Smart) 
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scenarios can deploy hydrogen caverns. The obtained 175 GWh across Europe are of the same order 590 
of magnitude as pumped hydro plants (146 GWh). Lithium-ion batteries only occur for scenarios 591 
with hydrogen infrastructure. Their absence in other scenarios might relate to the availability of other 592 
short-term low-cost flexibility (e.g. controlled charging of electric vehicles or demand-side 593 
management). Nevertheless, in the H2 scenario, investments into lithium-ion batteries are also 594 
surprising: Instead of to-be-expected hydrogen storage tanks, lithium-ion batteries appear as 595 
attractive short-term option to complement the long-term hydrogen technologies. 596 
Clearly, the most significant investments into CSP plants happen for CSP and CSP&H2 scenarios. 597 
Here, CSP power is imported from North Africa. However, CSP is also present in the other scenarios 598 
(H2 and Base) where it serves for covering local electricity demand in South Europe and North Africa 599 
(as result from modeling step 1). 600 
With regard to CO2 emissions, H2 scenarios shows higher emissions reaching 662 Mio.t. This effect 601 
is due to the additional electricity demand from hydrogen technologies, which cannot be fully 602 
covered by emission-free power generation under the assumptions of the scenario. Hydrogen is rather 603 
produced from “grey electricity” (high utilization of gas power plants). In contrast to the H2 scenario, 604 
solar power imports reduce emissions by 15 and 22% for scenarios CSP and H2&CSP, respectively.  605 
The required grid investments are lowest in the base case and gradually grow in the scenarios H2, 606 
CSP, and H2&CSP. The H2 scenario triggers 15% more transmission infrastructure to connect the 607 
spatially distributed caverns across Europe. In the CSP scenario, the 30% higher demand of 608 
transmission is directly related to enabling solar power imports from North Africa. Finally, the 609 
massive deployment of H2&CSP combines both balancing requirements, climaxing in 80% of more 610 
transmission systems as compared to the base case.  611 
In terms of grid preference scenarios, the right part of Figure 7 shows that there are three alternative 612 
configurations for load balancing: 613 
1. Trend (black): Unrestricted grid expansion allows for full integration of power generation from 614 
wind and PV, while the need for gas power plants and cavern storage is comparably low. 615 
Lithium-ion battreries and curtailment are absent. The CO2 emissions are in the desired range. 616 
2. Smart (yellow): Restrictions on grid expansion are compensated by a broad spectrum of 617 
additional measures – more capacities from wind turbines and PV as well as caverns, lithium-ion 618 
batteries and pumped hydro plants across all scenarios. Curtailed renewable energy is high (3%). 619 
CO2 emissions are as in Trend but at 1.5 to 2.5% higher total system costs (see Table 13 of the 620 
Supplementary Material). 621 
3. Protest (red): Restrictions on grid expansion as well as the exclusion of large-scale storage lead 622 
to more gas power plants. Consequently, emissions miss the -85% target. 623 
Besides for CSP&H2, these characteristic relations of the different indicators can be also observed for 624 
the grid scenarios (Trend, Smart, Protest), if combined with the other narratives (Base, CSP or H2). 625 
For this reason the appropriate plots are not reported. 626 
To summarize this subsection, we observed that transmission expansion is a significant constituent of 627 
all scenarios. If new transmission is realized by underground cables (Smart), less transmission is 628 
deployed. This is compensated by deploying other alternative flexibility technologies –especially all 629 
types of storage–, leading to higher costs and curtailments. If other large-scale projects, including 630 
caverns, are also to be avoided (Protest), the amount of transmission remains constant, with the 631 
flexibility provided only by gas technologies. Massively deploying CSP and H2 calls for larger 632 
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transmission systems. If the system evolves towards H2 only, higher system costs and additional CO2 633 
emissions (for renewable shares below 100%) are to be expected. For combined CSP and H2 futures, 634 
those emissions can be reduced, while the need for grid expansion climaxes.  635 
3.3 Implications of power flow modeling approaches on system configuration and operation 636 
This subsection evaluates how three different approaches for power flow modeling (Transport model, 637 
DC power flow, PTDF) impact the investment decisions and system operation of a spatially 638 
aggregated ESOM. In addition, a fourth scenario (PTDF_LC) tests the influence of widely differing 639 
cost estimations for the expansion of grid transfer capabilities (as described in subsection 640 
2.2.6Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.). 641 
In Figure 8, the resulting key indicators (as presented in section 3.2) are shown for the different grid 642 
modelling approaches (using 85%-Base as underlying scenario). It is striking that with the exception 643 
of investments in grid expansion and in pumped hydro, all curves show an almost congruent shape. 644 
Grid investments change by around 5% when using constant length specific investment costs (as in 645 
Transport model, DC-Power-Flow and PTDF), whereas the impact on the other indicators is 646 
negligible (deviations below 1%). These findings also hold when solving for scenarios with a 55% 647 
reduction target (not shown here). That grid investments would be affected was expected but that 648 
most other technologies are indifferent is surprising.  649 
 650 
Figure 8: Key indicators comparing 85%-Base scenarios using different approaches for modeling power flows. 651 
The most significant differences are observed for PTDF_LC. Recall that here we switch from simple 652 
length-specific to line-specific investment costs. For most of the candidate transmission lines, this 653 
leads to a decrease of costs which explains the additional grid expansion. This is due to the fact that 654 
only the costs of upgrading the transmission link between the two nearest substations of cross-border 655 
transmission lines are taken into account while any follow-up costs for upgrading feeder lines are 656 
completely ignored. Opposed to that, in the case of length-specific costs (applied to all other 657 
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scenarios shown in Figure 8), this aspect is approximated by estimating distances between the region 658 
centers as lengths of modeled transmission lines. 659 
Remarkably, the significant grid expansion in PTDF_LC displaces only 30 GWh of pumped hydro 660 
power plants in Spain (nor that the location cannot be read from the figure).  661 
Based on the observations above, most system-wide indicators are not impacted by the way power 662 
flows are modeled. In addition, Figure 9 provides additional insight into the spatial distribution of 663 
grid expansion. It details the grid investments for the majority of analyzed scenarios (x-axes) and 664 
countries (y-axes). The marker size corresponds to the grid investments relative to system costs for 665 
the different scenario sets. The left refers to the different grid modelling approaches. The right group 666 
shows the scenarios related the technology preference scenarios (scenario set 2a and 2b). 667 
 668 
Figure 9: Investments into transmission infrastructures relative to total system costs across all considered 669 
scenarios and countries. 670 
Taking a look at the left group of Figure 9, we see how grid investments are virtually constant for all 671 
ways of grid-modelling (Transport model, DC-Power-Flow, PTDF) also at different cost 672 
assumptions (PTDF_LC). There are only small differences when using the transport model, 673 
compared to the more complex (and restrictive) counterparts. This confirms what we found earlier: 674 
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the approach for modeling power flows has only a minor effect on the final recommendations 675 
derivable from an spatially aggregated ESOM. This holds for both 55% and 85% emission targets.  676 
These deviations are even more insignificant, when compared to the scenarios to the right of Figure 9 677 
that show larger impacts for the technology scenarios. . Here, especially differences in regional grid 678 
investments occur due to considering solar power imports as these are directly related to new HVDC 679 
lines for point-to-point power transmission lines from North Africa to Europe. Furthermore, the 680 
variation across different weather input data from 2006 to 2012 (H2:Smart) also results in no 681 
differences in grid investments. In other words, these are . This indicates that grid investments are 682 
comparably robust against varying the availability of power generation form VRES among several 683 
annual periods. 684 
In short, we found that the three different methodologies of how to determine the distribution of 685 
power flows (Transport model, DC-Power-Flow, PTDF) result in negligibly differences of most 686 
evaluated key indicators. However, investment into power transmission does change if line-specific 687 
as opposed to length-specific costs are used. In contrast, the impact from different technology-688 
preference scenarios on the spatial distribution of transmission investments is much more significant. 689 
4 Discussion 690 
This study examines the role of power transmission in the future energy system of Europe. We 691 
further investigated the modeling of power flows within an advanced energy system optimization 692 
model (REMix) and applied it to a broad range of scenarios. First, we discuss the optimal sizes of 693 
new transmission lines, among a wide range of other flexibility options. Second, in different 694 
scenarios, we evaluate how preferences of certain energy technologies (hydrogen (H2), concentrated 695 
solar power (CSP) imports, and power transmission) impact the investment decisions related to 696 
transmission grid expansion. And third, we assess how different ways of power flow modeling affect 697 
these decisions. 698 
4.1 Power transmission contributes significantly to cost efficiency and system adequacy 699 
New transmission infrastructure significantly contributes to system adequacy which is measured as 700 
the reduction of required back-up capacity. Transmission investments at least double storage 701 
investments. Nevertheless, storage is still needed in all scenarios, which confirms the 702 
complementarity of these two technologies. But even in the context of other flexibility technologies 703 
(including sector coupling), investing in transmission is more cost-efficient for all scenarios 704 
evaluated. These findings are in line with (Brown et al. 2018) who also conclude that electricity 705 
transmission is a robust measure for cost-efficient energy supply across many scenarios. 706 
Nevertheless, in practice, transmission faces non-economic challenges such as social opposition that 707 
impede reaching the cost-optimal solution. 708 
4.2 Technological preferences strongly impact the need for flexibilities 709 
If grid expansion is restricted the demand for both additional power generators and alternative load 710 
balancing technologies grows strongly. This also leads to an increase of 9% (see Supplementary 711 
Material) in system costs and of 3% in curtailment. The load balancing capabilities are mainly 712 
provided by a combination of additional renewable power generation and short-term (lithium-ion 713 
batteries), mid-term (pumped hydro plants), and long-term (salt caverns) storage facilities. If other 714 
large-scale projects are also to be avoided (Protest scenarios), flexibility is only provided by gas 715 
turbines and combined cycle power plants. 716 
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A successful deployment of CSP systems in North Africa calls for larger transmission systems but 717 
reduces the need for flexibility in the European power system. Significant grid expansion is also 718 
observed when building large-scale H2 infrastructures. These are associated with high additional 719 
electricity demand, higher system costs and additional CO2 emissions (for renewable shares below 720 
100%). For combined CSP import and H2 futures, those emissions can be reduced, while the need for 721 
grid expansion climaxes.  722 
4.3 Differences in linear power flow modeling provide no further insights at low spatial 723 
resolution 724 
When using different approaches for power flow modeling (i.e. transport model, DC power flow, or 725 
power transfer distribution factors gathered from preceding AC power flow simulations) within our 726 
energy system optimization model, which models interconnected regions that mostly represent 727 
countries, the investment results in transmission infrastructure are quite robust. The corresponding 728 
mix of load balancing technologies also showed minimal changes only. In consequence, it does not 729 
matter how the power flow distribution is modelled, at least for the used regional scope (Europe) and 730 
spatial resolution (one node per country). 731 
4.4 Limitations and outlook 732 
A limitation of spatially aggregated energy system optimization tools is that transmission bottlenecks 733 
cannot be fully captured. This averages the variability from renewables, leading to an 734 
underestimation of the real balancing needs. The spatial resolution of the ESOM applied to our study 735 
is low next to models dedicated to power flow analysis. In other words, our approach has a 736 
significant higher degree of abstraction. This abstraction impacts the distribution of power flows and 737 
so the capability of capturing the real need for exchanging power surpluses and deficits. 738 
To overcome this issue, planning tools with increasing spatial resolutions are being developed 739 
(Hörsch et al. 2018) but with the associated drawback of requiring tremendous amounts of spatially-740 
explicit inputs and large computational effort. While the trend to publishing more openly available 741 
data sets offers a solution to the former of these challenges, recent efforts on the development of open 742 
source solvers for high performance computers (e.g. PIPS-IPM++ (Breuer et al. 2018)) are a 743 
promising solution for the latter. Finally, we recommend evaluating scenarios with more stringent 744 
greenhouse gas mitigation targets, and considering sustainability indicators beyond emissions. 745 
  746 
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